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Animal crossing new leaf redd painting guide

Robust Statue (Discobolus by unknown) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo The fake statue will be wearing a watch on his raised arm. The fake statue may also have blue glowing eyes. What do I do with the art? This art piece will be genuine. Amazing Painting (The Night Watch by Rembrandt van Rijn) Image: Julia
Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo The man in the front of the fake Amazing Painting is missing his hat. Wild Painting Right Half (Folding Screen of FÃ«Âjin and Raijin by Tawaraya SÃÂtatsu) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo In the fake version of the Wild Painting Right Half, the beast is white.
Quaint Painting (The Milkmaid by Johannes Vermeer) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo In the fake version, the woman in the Quaint Painting is pouring out much more milk than she is in the real version. The woman in the fake painting is also larger. After declining, he¢ÃÂÂll give you a ¢ÃÂÂdiscount¢ÃÂÂ to 4,980
Bells. Ancient Statue (JÃÂmon Period ¢ÃÂÂDogÃ«Â¢ÃÂÂ Figurine ShakÃÂki-dogÃ«Â by Unknown) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo The fake Ancient Statue has two antennas coming out of the side of its head. Great Statue (King Kamehameha I by Thomas Ridgeway Gould) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images:
Nintendo EPD/Nintendo This statue will always be real. A weekly roundup of the best things from Polygon Twinkling Painting (The Starry Night by Vincent van Gogh) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo The Twinkling Painting is always genuine. When he appears here, he¢ÃÂÂll have two random pieces of art, which can
both either be fake or real. Redd will have four different art pieces in on his boat (as well as two pieces of regular furniture). Familiar Statue (The Thinker by Auguste Rodin) Image: Julia Lee/Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD/Nintendo This statue will Be real. You can only buy one of the four art pieces displayed, then choose wisely. It should be
green. Solemn Painting (Las Girls, De Diego Velan Zquez) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Images of Origin: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Man in the background of false solemn painting is raising arm more than in real version. We are not sure if the redd boat has some unblocking premise (as needing the resident service tent to upgrade to a predictive
before it appears, or need to donate a certain amount to the museum). Detailed painting has purple foliage instead of blue. Each fake will have a visible difference from the actual version. The next day, the museum will be closed for reforms. You will need to talk to Blathers and make it mention the idea of allowing the art before REDD will appear.
Warrior Statue (Terracotta Warrior for Unknown) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The actual version will not contain anything. The false version does not have the tag. One day after Blathers talk about art, Isabelle will warn about dubious art dealers during their morning announcements. | Perfect painting (maçãs
and oranges, from Paul CÃ¨zanne) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Origin Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The Perfect Painting is Always Genuine. Rock head statue (Colossal Head olmeca by unknown) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Pictures of Origin: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo False statue will be smiling. The real looks more irritated. â € œGlowing
Painting (The Fighting Temeraire by Joseph Mallord William Turner) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The Glowing Painting Is Always Genuine. Tremendous Statue (Houmuwu Ding by Unknown) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Source Pictures: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The false version of this statue has a lid. The
false version is a shovel. Facing the statue directly, the earring will be in the spectator. The real version has the right leg forward. The false version has a star-shaped earring. Valente (Nike de Samothrace by unknown) Image: Julia Lee / Polegon | Source images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The false version of this statue will have the left leg of Nike.
Nice painting (the fifer per Ã £ ãƒ £) Image: Julia Lee / Polegon | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Nice painting is always genuine. Image: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo via Polagon talking to him, he will offer you a random painting for a stew 498,000 bells. Scary painting (Å ... Å "Tani Oniji the 3rd as Yakko Edobei by TÃ ¥ ShÃ ¥ â« Sai Sharaku)
Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Font Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Fake scary painting will have sad eyebrows. REDD can also be added as a merchant on Harv Plaza Island for 100,000 bells. Image Moody (The SWEWER by Jean-France Millet) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Source images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The grumpy paint is always genuine.
That said, make sure you inspect the paintings carefully and compare them with the real paintings below before making any purchase. The real will open at the top. Image Jolly (see by Giuseppe Arcimboldo) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Images of the source: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The false cheerful painting will be losing bud on the breast of the
subject. Keep in mind that the differences between real and counterfeits are not the same as they were crossing animals: New leaf and are much more difficult to detect. Graceful paint (beauty looking back by Hishikawa Moronobu) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Source images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Real version has a white mark near your hair. On
Harv Island, you can still buy only one piece a day. In the false version, the armo will have s³Ãn s³Ãn omoc aiug etse somerazilauta e odnagitsevni someraunitnoC .sohlo sues ed onrot me minixaug ed More information. If you never buy one of the two pieces on REDD display, the stock will be updated on Monday. Calm paint (one Sunday afternoon on
the island of La Grande Jatte by Georges Seurat) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Calm paint is always genuine. An additional false version may have you smiling, although your eyebrows are still sad. Scenic Painting (Snow Hunts by Pieter Bruegel The Elderly) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Images of the source:
Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The false version of the scenic painting will be missing a hunter and some dogs. Based on our tests, once you buy one of the pieces, the piece that you bought will be replaced by a new pieces of random art the next day. It is also losing a signature on the left. Based on our experiences, it is possible for all four pieces of art
being false. Common Image (Gleaners by Jean-France Millet) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Common painting is always genuine. If you buy a fake, not even Timmy and Tommy will want to buy it. 23): While we use the textures of the game painting to list the paintings below, it seems that there have been reports
of several types of false paintings that were not in the textures we use. Below we will continue how to identify a false. Wistful Painting (Girl with a Porter Earring by Johannes Vermeer) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Source images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Real version has a Panal Earring (Shocker). REDD really intimited his game this time and his art
is very difficult to differentiate the actual versions. Basic Image (Blue Boy by Thomas Gainsborough) Image: Julia Lee / Polegan | Source images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The false version of the basic painting portrays the boy with more hair. According to a data mine by Ninji, this will happen after ,exiep( ,exiep( uesum o arap seµÃ§Ãaod 06 sonem
olep or fansis). The Redd appears on a boat on the small beach on his island in the north of his island. In the list below, we will include descriptions of how you can differentiate a true work of art from a counterfeiting. Beautiful Statue (Milo Vishnus, Alexandros de Antioquia) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo False
version will be using a necklace. You will then be able to find REDD wandering on your island. Informative Statue (Rosetta Stone by Unknown) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Pictures of origin: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The false informative statue will be blue, but the real is black. Update (Apr. Let's continue to update as we find anymore. The famous
painting (Mona Lisa, Leonardo da Vinci) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Source Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo False Famous Painting will have eyebrows. Or You can simply display it and fool your friends uncoles. From a false graceful paint makes her look to the left rather than to the right. There is another false version with the closed eyes of the
subject, which also has a star shaped earring. M is possible for REDD to be selling more than a real work of art. Doe the first work of art for Blathers, and he will talk about the opening of an art exposition. But the fox betrayal maybe try Sell you a fake that looks a lot like the genuine article. Dynamic painting A (Thirty-six views of Mount Fuji The
Great Kanagawa Wave of Katsushika Hokusai) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Images of Origin: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The Dynamic Painting Is Always Genuine. The beach is all on the back of your island, and if you do not have a terrible there, you probably need a ladder to | | nogyloP/eeL ailuJ :megamI )icniV ad odranoeL ed ohnimrA moc amaD(
anereS arutniP Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The real version will have a woman holding a white armine. Image of sinking (ophÃ ̈lia by John Everett Milais) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Font Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The sinking painting is always genuine. Art can be donated to the museum as long as it is genuine. Image: Nintendo EPD /
Nintendo via polygon Jolly Redd has returned to the crossroads of animals: new horizons, bringing furniture and art with it. Complete list of paintings Complete list of statues where do I find REDD? The other day, the museum will open with an art exhibition and Redd will begin to appear on his island on random days. Moving image (The birth of
Venus by Sandro Botticelli) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Font images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The fake version of the moving painting will be missing trees in the top right corner. As in past games, REDD will sell general arts (which can be donated to the museum) and counterfeits (which cannot be donated). If it is a statue, it can also be placed
anywhere on the island. Academic image (Vitruvian man by Leonardo da Vinci) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Font Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The fake version of this painting will have a coffee stain in the corner. It can also be used as a normal furniture item to be displayed in your home. Mysterious Image (Island of the Dead by Arnold BÃÃÃ
́¢cklin) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Font Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Mysterious painting is always genuine. Maternal statue (captoline wolf by unknown) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Source images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo The fake version of the mother statue will have a tongue sticking out of the wolf’s mouth. You will have to eliminate this
by using a garbage item that you no longer want. Flower painting (Sunflowers by Vincent van Gogh) Image: Julia Lee / Polygon | Font Images: Nintendo EPD / Nintendo Flower Painting omoC omoC .anÃuneg erpmes .edrev ©Ã atseb a ,flaH tfeL gnitniaP dliW od aslaf o£Ãsrev aN odnetniN/DPE odnetniN :megiro ed snegamI | nogyloP/eeL ailuJ
:megamI )ustat«ÅS ayarawaT rop nijiaR e nij«ÅF ed lev¡ÃrboD aleT( flaH tfeL gnitniaP dliW O .kcilF e skciK omoc ahli ad setnaicremoc sortuo a etnahlemes ,soir³Ãtaela said me ¡Ãrecerapa sâddeR ed ocrab O .o§Ãarb od oxiabed orvil mu odnaruges ¡Ãtse aslaf aut¡Ãtse A odnetniN/DPE odnetniN :megiro ed snegamI | nogyloP/eeL ailuJ :megamI
)olegnalehciM ed ,divaD( tnallaG aut¡ÃtsE .raod e rartnocne arap etra ed sa§Ãep 34 ¡Ãh ,uesum on o£Ã§Ãacifitnedi ed sacalp sad megatnoc aD .otiejus od atierid ahlero an ocnirb mu ¡Ãret acitsÃM aut¡ÃtsE aslaf A odnetniN/DPE odnetniN :megiro ed snegamI | nogyloP/eeL ailuJ :megamI )esomtuhT yb ititrefeN fo tsuB( acitsÃM aut¡ÃtsE .etniuges aid
on ªÃcov arap adaivne ¡Ãres etra a ,ddeR od ol-¡Ãrpmoc ed siopeD .ocnarb res eveD .eniuneg syawla si gnitniaP reporP ehT odnetniN/DPE odnetniN :megiro ed snegamI | nogyloP/eeL ailuJ :megamI )tenaM drauodªâ ed ,er¨ÃgreB-seiloF eht ta raB A( adauqedA arutniP .eniuneg syawla si gnitniaP yhtroW ehT odnetniN/DPE odnetniN :megiro ed snegamI
| nogyloP/eeL ailuJ :megamI )xiorcaleD en¨ÃguE ed ,elpoeP eht gnidaeL ytrebiL( gnitniaP yhtroW .laer odnum od sarutlucse e sarutnip ed arof sadaesab o£Ãs sâddeR ed etra ed sarbo sa sadoT
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